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GRILLE SHELL WITH

  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS SPEED GRILLE INSERTS
NO BOW TIE

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

SPECIAL NOTE:
    This Grille Shell must be colored match to vehicle. " DO NOT PAINT " until you have
     Pre - fitted this part.

PARTS LIST
1            Grille Shell 1     Instruction Sheet 20           Attaching Clips # 71098
1  Got Street Scene Decal 1  Street Scene Emblem 1         Upper Speed Grille Insert
1       Fiberglass Paint Prep Sheet 1         Lower Speed Grille Insert

TOOL LIST
    Phillips Screwdriver, Drill Motor, Drill Bits, 13MM Socket Or Wrench, 7MM Nut Driver, File, Sand Paper

 1.   Remove the four phillips head screws retaining the park / turn signal lamp assemble. Holding the lamp
       in one hand, depress the lever on the bulb assemble and turn counter clock wise to remove. Please note
       RH AND LH sides.

 2.   Reach into the opening in the grille where the lamps were mounted and grasp the light plug and turn
       1/4 turn counter clock wise and remove from the amber marker lamp.

 3.   Remove the retaining screw with a 7MM socket located in the center of the grille just above the bow tie.

 4.   Remove the four 7MM screws attaching the grille to the core support.

 5.   Reach in through the park / turn signal openings and lift the lever at the bottom upward to release the
       grille shell from the filler piece. Lean the grille forward and depress the center lever to release the grille
       shell and remove from truck.

 6.   Remove the amber reflectors and turn signal lamps.

 7.   Install the lamps and reflectors into the Street Scene grille shell.

 8.   Set the turn signal lamps on grille and mark the four holes. Drill with a 5/32" drill bit.

 9.   Set the Speed Grille inserts into the openings. Clip grille insert to shell by pushing the clip from the 
       back side over the shell and onto the grille insert, with the " HUMPED " side facing the grille insert. 
       Install clips at each end, at grille center, and evenly spaced between. Install the Street Scene emblem
       to grille face. Remove the protective cover.

10.   Install grille shell into vehicle making sure the lower portion " SNAPS " into the filler piece. If it does
        not file the holes as needed.

11.   Push the top of the grille shell forward and mark the 4 attaching points. Drill a 7/32" hole at each 
        location. Fasten with the 7MM screws removed in step 4.

12.   Install the parking / turn signal lamps.

13.   Remove grille shell and color match to vehicle. Sand fit as necessary.

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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